SPORTING CLASSICS’ 2017 Holiday Collection

Great New Books, Knives & Many Other Gifts for the Sportsman!
The Sporting Life is a celebration of gundogs and horses, hunting and fishing as expressed through the rich and exuberant paintings of Joseph Sulkowski. Acclaimed as one of America’s premier dog and sporting artists, Sulkowski shares his personal conversation with the outdoor life in a style of Poetic Realism. Influenced and guided by the hands of the Old Masters, he creates fluid brushstrokes that imbue his canvases with a compelling blend of light, atmosphere, and spatial effects that bring his passion for the sporting life into vivid focus for the viewer.

Whether it’s still-lifes, dog paintings, or scenes of hunters and anglers, Joseph Sulkowski derives his inspiration from personal contact with the natural world. He carries out his visions through a lifelong discipline to his craft in which hand-ground paints, carefully prepared oils and varnishes, and handcrafted linen canvases and gessoed panels play a vital role in the quality of each work of art.

All this and more about the immensely gifted artist is detailed by author Brooke Chilvers, one of the foremost experts on wildlife and sporting art. Altogether, the large-format, 240-page book features more than 180 paintings and dozens of sketches.

Collector’s Edition: Hardcover book with dust jacket. $60
Deluxe Edition: 350 leather-bound books signed & numbered by Joseph Sulkowski. $90

Introducing . . .
OUR SPORTING CLASSICS
BRASS BIG BOY RIFLE

Made entirely in America of all-American materials, the Henry rifle is an authentic link to our country’s past. From the steamboat to the airplane, there have been countless inventions that have changed the course of our history. The Henry rifle is one of them. Since its founding in 1895, Henry Repeating Arms Company has continued to produce rifles with the same quality and craftsmanship of those history-making repeaters. Which is why we asked them to build a rifle just for Sporting Classics.

Our new Sporting Classics Brass Big Boy Rifle showcases special engraving on its brightly polished and hardened receiver. Available in four calibers—.30-30, .44 Mag., .45 Long Colt, and .357 Mag—the rifle’s 20-inch, traditional octagon steel barrel features brass fittings and a fully adjustable, semi-buckhorn rear sight with diamond insert. The straight-grip stock is fashioned from American walnut. Each rifle will have its own serial number, starting from SC001. Please allow 10-12 weeks for delivery.

Specially Priced at $1,495

Click Here to Buy Online!
For our 2018 Sporting Classics Knife of the Year, Arno Bernard Knives of Bethlehem, South Africa, is handcrafting a wonderful two-knife set.

Our African Hunter pairs up a Bohler N690 stainless-steel blade with a handle fashioned from warthog ivory. Measuring just over 7 ½ inches overall with a hollow-ground, drop-point blade of 3 ½ inches, this knife will serve equally well for field-dressing game or just to stimulate daydreams of Africa. The stunning crème-to-caramel coloring and subtle striations in the ivory combine to make each knife unique.

Our African Bush Knife can be your go-to blade for every sort of camp chore. Measuring 9 7/8 inches, it features a 5 3/8-inch clip-point blade. The 4 ½-inch handle is made of rich African blackwood. Each knife comes with a wrist thong hole complete with braided-leather “pigtail.” The blades are finished to a warm, hand-rubbed luster and carry the maker’s distinctive mark on the face side and “SC 1 of 75” on the reverse. Each knife is accompanied by a hand-fitted, top-grade leather sheath.

Twenty of each model will be available for immediate delivery beginning on October 1. Subsequent orders will be filled in six to eight weeks.

Call (800) 849-1004 or visit sportingclassicsstore.com.

Our Newest Knife of the Year Presentation – A Beautiful Two-Knife Set By Africa’s Arno Bernard

Collector’s Edition: Hardcover book with dust jacket. $80
Deluxe Edition: 500 leather-bound books, signed & numbered by Paul Vartanian. $90

The Greatest Quail Hunting Book Ever
It’s not just the title; it’s the perfect description of its contents.

A big covey of great American authors are showcased in this fascinating, 368-page anthology featuring 38 stories from those halcyon days when sporting gentlemen pursued the noble bobwhite quail with their favorite shotguns and elegant canine companions.

The book opens with compelling tales by the literary giants from quail hunting’s golden era, including Nash Buckingham, Robert Ruark, Havilah Babcock, Archibald Rutledge, and Horatio Bigelow. The second section presents reminiscences by sporting scribes of the modern era, among them Jack O’Connor, Gene Hill, Joseph Greenfield, Dave Henderson, and Mike Gaddis. The third section is comprised of unforgettable short stories on quail hunting and bird dogs by James Street, Bob Matthews, Dan O’Brien, and Caroline Gordon.

Collector’s Edition: Hardcover book with dust jacket. $85

Perfect Gifts for the Discerning Sportsman
Lynn Bogue Hunt: Angler, Hunter, Artist

Acclaimed wildlife artist Lynn Bogue Hunt, who illustrated more national magazine covers than any other artist in history, is the focus of a beautiful new coffee-table book from Sporting Classics.

Angler, hunter, and above all artist, Lynn Bogue Hunt was America’s most popular and prolific outdoor illustrator of the mid-20th century—the “Golden Age” of the American outdoors. He painted a record 106 covers for Field & Stream, illustrated dozens of books on waterfowling, upland bird hunting, and saltwater fishing, designed the 1939-40 Federal Duck Stamp, and was described by his friend Ernest Hemingway as “the finest painter of game birds that we have in America.”

Lynn Bogue Hunt—Angler, Hunter, Artist showcases the complete collection of Hunt paintings acquired by New Jersey sportsman Paul Vartanian. Not only is it the world’s largest collection of Hunt paintings, drawings, and memorabilia, but it’s the largest and most complete collection of the work of any major sporting artist.

Featuring a fascinating text by Sporting Classics Senior Editor Tom Davis, this big 9x12-inch book showcases some 150 iconic images that will thrill Hunt fans and be a revelation to those less familiar with this legendary artist.

Collector’s Edition: Hardcover book with dust jacket. $80
Deluxe Edition: 500 leather-bound books, signed & numbered by Paul Vartanian. $90

Click Here to Buy Online!
Three Great Books by Artist John Seerey-Lester
The Legendary Hunts of Theodore Roosevelt

The much-anticipated third book in artist John Seerey-Lester’s “Legends Series” relives in words and paint the exciting outdoor life of Theodore Roosevelt. With his descriptive text and 150 paintings and sketches, Seerey-Lester provides a fascinating glimpse into the former president’s life and his unrelenting passion for wildlife, hunting, exploration, and conservation. The large-format, 200-page book covers Roosevelt’s most active years as an outdoorsman from the 1870s until his death in 1919. It also relives the hunting and exploratory expeditions of his two sons in the Far East.

In the foreword for this landmark book, Tweed Roosevelt, TR’s great-grandson, writes: “Seerey-Lester has an extraordinary ability to bring to life the high drama of the hunt. TR, of course, could supply him with an almost unending series of opportunities for displaying his unique artistry.”

Gallery Edition: Hardcover with dust jacket. $60
Hunter’s Edition: 350 copies, gold-embossed, leather-bound, signed & numbered by the artist. $150

New Books By Legendary Authors & Artists
Jim Carmichel’s Greatest Stories From the Field

CLASSIC CARMICHEL
Classic Carmichel features nearly 400 pages of hunting adventures and firearms expertise by the legendary author, the former Shooting Editor at Outdoor Life who is widely acknowledged as one of the foremost experts on sporting arms. Carmichel’s exploits and prowess had no equal during what is arguably the Golden Age of international hunting and shooting. These are not just stories by a well-traveled adventurer—they are pure literature, written with a style and eloquence that deserve inclusion in any collection of great outdoor books and writers. The big 9x10½-inch book features more than a hundred never-before-published photographs.

The deluxe edition is sold out; be sure to get your collectors edition book before they’re all gone!

Collector’s Edition: Hardcover with dust jacket. $50

BOB TIMBERLAKE’S LETTER TO HOME
Bob Timberlake’s newest book, A Letter to Home, is part retrospective, part a promise for the future, plus an astonishing collection of personal artifacts and untold stories about some of the nation’s most familiar artwork. $59.95

THE LODGE AT BLACK PEARL COOKBOOK
Chef at the legendary Lodge at Black Pearl on Maryland’s Eastern Shore, Vicky Mullaney offers an array of delectable recipes and fascinating tips for preparing game and seafood. It includes dozens of photos of mouth-watering meals. $45

Order Today | 1.800.849.1004 | SportingClassicsStore.com
Free Shipping on Orders Over $100  |  Satisfaction Guaranteed
Great New Home & Decor Products
Introducing “Classic Covers” - 100% Cotton Blankets

CLASSIC COVERS
One of the many things that sets Sporting Classics apart from other outdoor magazines is the fascinating artwork on its covers. These beautiful paintings have become synonymous with the magazine, and now they can be proudly displayed on your couch, bed, or favorite armchair.

Introducing “Classic Covers,” a series of throws with Sporting Classics’ attractive cover art printed on the cotton. Each throw is 50×60 inches, 100% cotton, and made in the USA. These comfortable and distinctive throws are machine-washable and can be tumble-dried. Whether it’s one of our great cover images or a photo of your own, we have multiple options available!

Choose from any of our different covers, or Send Us a Photo of Your Own!

Choose Your Own SC Cover: $119
Send Us Your Own Photo or Artwork: $99

(Here are a few of our favorites. Visit sportingclassicsstore.com to view all covers.)

Choose Your Own SC Cover: $119
Send Us Your Own Photo or Artwork: $99

PHEASANT FOOD PLATTER
This melamine food platter is perfect for any outdoor patio occasion. Dishwasher safe and break-resistant, it will not fade or scratch. $34.95

DUCK CUTTING BOARD
This 11x8-inch tempered-glass cutting board is decorated with a pair of wood ducks in their spring breeding plumage. $29.95

Duck Cutting Board

SPORTING CLASSICS STICKERS
Put these vinyl transfer stickers on your car, boat, cooler, or just about anything and show your passion for hunting and fishing. Made with durable materials with added protection from scratching, rain, and UV rays. Two designs available:

White Vinyl Transfer Decal:
Perfect for cars, boats, and windows! $4.99

Front Adhesive Decal:
Front adhesive stickers are sticky on the front so that they can be placed on the inside of a window. $4.99

STICKERS
White Vinyl Transfer Decal:
Front Adhesive Decal:

TIMOTHY HUTTO KNIVES
Timothy (Bubba) Hutto of Springfield, South Carolina, has always had a love for knifemaking, though it wasn’t until a year ago that he fashioned his first blade. On several occasions over the years he was able to watch legendary knifemaker George Herron in his shop in Springfield, where the master bladesmith created his beautiful works of art. Influenced by Herron, Bubba handcrafts his stainless-steel blades, which are meticulously heat-treated and tempered. For his handles he uses blackwood, rosewood, bird’s-eye maple, cherry, black walnut, and bone. His knife styles include straight points, drop points, skinners, fillets, and recurves. All five of these knives reflect designs created by master knifemaker George Herron. Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.

Herron-type Skinner with cherry handle and brass pins. $125

Herron-type Skinner with bird’s-eye maple with stainless-steel pins. $150

Drop-point Hunter with blackwood and brass pins. $150

NEW! $150
Drop-point Hunter with 440C stainless steel and stag handle.

Herron-type Skinner with bird’s-eye maple with stainless-steel pins. $150
Drop-point Hunter with blackwood handle and brass pins. $119

Straight-point Knife with rosewood handle and brass pins. $125

Duck Cutting Board

PHEASANT FOOD PLATTER

DUCK CUTTING BOARD

SPORTING CLASSICS STICKERS

Order Today | 1.800.849.1004 | SportingClassicsStore.com

Free Shipping on Orders Over $100 | Satisfaction Guaranteed
**Designer Leather Pillows**
Produced from the finest-quality European leather, these designer pillows are buttery soft, silky smooth to touch and are handmade with great attention to detail, including mitered corners and double-needle saddle stitching.

$350 each  
Rectangular: Approx. 16” x 19”  
Square: 17” x 17”

Select pillows include beads handmade in Uganda through the BeadforLife organization.

**Hand-printed John Banovich images on Italian tumbled-marble wine stoppers. Each stopper is quarried, cut, and tumbled in Europe from the highest-quality marble.**

**African Wine Stoppers**

Full Set of Big Five Collection: $175  
Individual Wine Stopper: $35

**Italian Big Five Marble Coasters**
Hand-printed John Banovich images on Italian tumbled-marble tiles. Each tile is quarried, cut, and tumbled in Europe from top-quality marble to create an Old World aesthetic.

Big Five Collection: $115  
Limited-edition offering of 500 sets.  
Five 4” x 4” coasters. Made in the USA.  
Packaged in a pine box with an iron stand.

“
The idea for Wild Accents was conceived thousands of years ago when early man decorated his cave dwellings with pictographs — collections of images of animals with which he shared the earth. Following this original inspiration, I created our Wild Accents line out of my desire to fill my own home with functional fine art. These timeless designs merge nature with contemporary elegance...”  
— John Banovich

> FACE TO FACE  >  BROTHERS IN ARMS  >  HEADDRESS  >  SABLE  >  BIG MULEY
High-Performance Knives from DiamondBlade

DIAMONDBLADE KNIVES
Through the use of 21st Century patented technology of Friction Forging, DiamondBlade's high-performance knives have gone beyond myth to achieve a level of blade performance never before available at any price.
The Surge (top) is a stylish drop point with a stainless steel bolster. Five handle materials available, including this Presentation Grade Desert Ironwood.
The Heritage is a beautiful drop-point, which here showcases a handle of Premium Stabilized Elk Stag. The knife is a tribute to legendary maker Bob Loveless. Each knife is made from scratch; allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.

Hook N Hide Belts – Where Art Meets Function

HOOK N HIDE BELTS
Hook N Hide is a small belt buckle company in Charleston, SC. Handmade from Tumbaga, a blend of silver, gold, and brass, each buckle also functions as a bottle opener. All designs are branded with our HNH signature to ensure origin and numerical lineage. Over time each buckle captures a unique colorful patina. For strap sizes please measure 2-inches up from your waist size.

The Surge: $525  The Heritage: $325

Unique Products from Sporting Classics

SPORTING CLASSICS LICENSE PLATES
These unique license plates are sure to add a bit of style and personality to any vehicle! Available in the Standard 5.875-x11.875-inch size and made of aluminum. The design is permanently printed, or heatred, right onto the metal using a special pigment ink process that is amazingly long-lasting! $14.99

SPORTING CLASSICS T-SHIRTS
Show your passion for America’s best outdoor magazine with our brand new T-shirts! Printed on high-quality, 100% cotton Hanes Beefy T-Shirts that are durable and fit great. Medium, Large, Xtra-Large, and XXL sizes. $19.99

COLLECTOR’S BOOK BUNDLE
Act now, and get this very special offer: 
Beautifully illustrated and book thick, each issue has

Sporting Classics for one year—only $23!
more than 180 pages of hunting & fishing excitement.

You’ll find feature length stories on firearms, 
handmade knives, antique and modern fishing 
tackle... and their makers. You’ll read classics by the 
greatest writers of yesteryear. You’ll see intensely 
interesting stories 
about sporting art, 
artists and authors, 
carvers, call-makers, 
and every form of 
sporting collectible.

You’ll also enjoy columns 
on Rifles, 
Fishing, 
Shotguns, 
Gunblogs, Books, Conservation, Ethics, Craftsmen, 
Travel and Collectibles — written by 
knowledgeable, talented writers who 
altogether have written dozens of 
books. With so much to offer, you

Sporting Classics is about all those 
things you love most about hunting 
and fishing: the game, the places, 
the craftsmen... and the way we pay 
homage to them.

might think Sporting Classics is expensive. 
It’s not. Compared to other outdoor magazines, 
Sporting Classics is an exceptional value.

You get eight issues — more 
than 180 pages each, 
a total of over 1,400 
pages per year — 
for only $23!

Sporting Classics 
is dedicated to 
The Heritage, 
The Romance, 
The Art of 
Hunting & 
Fishing. It is 
designed and written for sportsmen who love to 
read. This magazine makes an excellent gift for 
other sportsmen too, arriving eight 
times during the year and remaining 
friends, family and clients of your 
thoughtful generosity.

Eight 180-page issues with our 
money-back guarantee. 
Love them, or your money back.

Subscribe today! 
1-877-724-6423 
OR VISIT: 
sportingclassics.com
More Great Items for the Sportsman

**SPORTING CLASSICS BANDANAS**

Remember when a cotton handkerchief was an essential part of your grandfather’s wardrobe? Once you start carrying these handy little cloth squares, you’ll understand why, and you won’t want to be without one. Ours are easy-on-the-nose, 100% cotton, and 22 inches square, so they’re big enough for the job.

*Colored Set of 3: $29.95  
Single Bandana: $10.95*

**PEWTER HAT/LAPEL PINS**

Elegant, handcrafted pewter pins from Great Britain with extraordinary detail. Tie-tack back makes it perfect for lapels, hats, and collars. *$14.95*

- Bobwhite Quail  
  Approx ¾ inches
- Duck  
  Approx 2½ inches
- German Shorthair Pointer  
  Approx 1½ inches

**AMERICAN BISON LEATHER**

Bison leather is one of the strongest commercial leathers used today. These hides are a natural, full-grain leather that has been tanned to shrink for pronounced grain appearance.

- **A. 19-inch Travel Duffel** $450  
  100% Bison Leather with cotton plaid interior lining, functional pockets and fully adjustable straps. 19” L x 12” H x 9” W
- **B. Messenger Bag** $400  
  Cotton plaid interior lining with functional pockets and fully adjustable strap. 15” L x 11” H x 3½” W
- **C. Travel Kit** $145  
  Nylon interior lining with zipper pockets. 11” L x 5½” H x 4¼” W

**DURABLE EXOTIC-LEATHER WALLETS**

Sourced from alligator wrestlers and trappers across the Southeast, these hand-selected leather wallets are tough and one-of-a-kind. Reinforced with RFID blocking technology, these wallets are the strongest in the world.

- **“The Ultimate”** $175
- **“The Rebel”** $375
- **“The Outlaw”** $200

**GENUINE ALLIGATOR RIFLE STRAP**

Made entirely by hand using the highest-quality leather, each sling is unique. Southern Trapper rifle slings are field-tested and designed to withstand any condition you’ll find yourself in. It is fully adjustable and has a thumb hole for comfort and stability. *$280*

**SPORTING CLASSICS MUGS**

Classic white 11 oz. mugs with black interiors. Sporting Classics magazine covers printed on both sides of the mug.

- **Floatplane Mug** $19.95
- **Cover Mugs - Set of 4** $49.95
ANCIENT CYPRUS
GAME CALLS
Talented craftsman John Tanner has created this trio of game calls from ancient cypress, radiocarbon dated at 55,100 years old! All calls are produced in a limited edition of 100. Signed and individually numbered by Tanner, each call comes with an official certificate signed by the University of Georgia scientist who radiocarbon dated the cypress. Allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.

Wild Turkey Box Call: $375
Mallard Call: $275
Wood Duck Call: $250

HANDMADE GLASS INK PENS
Write your notes in style with these unique, one-of-a-kind glass pens. The perfect holiday gift.

HANDCRAFTED MAGNIFIERS $75
The world’s most unique magnifying glasses.

SPORTING CLASSICS WASHED COTTON CAPS
Our classic 100% “washed cotton” cap features an adjustable back for universal fit. The interior lining is a cool-crown mesh perfect for any sporting activity. $18

DELUXE WAXED COTTON CAP
Handsome, distinctive, and extremely well made, our Deluxe Waxed Cotton cap features a suede bill and adjustable buckle. One size fits most. $24.95

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
It took a trip to Ireland and Scotland to find just the right hat, but we think it was worth it. Presenting the Sporting Classics European Shooting Cap. It’s a newsboy for sportsmen. Just the right color—green with blue, white, and ochre flecks—so it goes with most anything. Handmade to the highest standards, it has eight soft wool panels and is lined. Limited quantities. So if you want one for this fall, order today! It won’t help your aim, but you’ll look better while you’re shooting. $49
20

**The Best Books at Even Better Prices!**

- **AFIELD**
  - American Writers on Bird Dogs Edited by Robert Denout and Dave Smith
  - This marvelous collection of 25 chapters features fine prose by none other than America's most respected outdoor writers. The 270-page book is a celebration of the joy that can be found in the outdoors and the strong bond that develops between a hunter and his best friend.
  - **Softcover** – 270 pages.
  - **$15**

- **Dawn of American Deer Hunting** By Duncan Dobie
  - In this outstanding collection of photographs from the late 1800s to the mid-1900s, you'll see the classic rifles hunters used, their deer camps, and many more fascinating pieces of hunting history from the legendary deer regions around America. And you'll be amazed at the size of the trophy bucks they bring home.
  - **Hardcover** – 230 pages.
  - **$29.95**

- **GAME BIRDS**
  - A Celebration of North American Upland Birds By Gary Kramer
  - This comprehensive, large-format book covers all 34 species of game birds in the U.S. and Canada, from those on the brink of extinction like the masked bobwhite to the most common and widespread ring-necked and wild turkey. You’ll marvel at all 384 images by award-winning photographer Gary Kramer.
  - **Hardcover** – 256 pages.
  - **$55**

- **PASSAGES**
  - The Greatest Quotations from Sporting Literature
  - This 224-page book features great quotations from the best hunting, fishing, and conservation stories to ever grace the pages of Sporting Classics.
  - **Trade Edition** – **Softcover** – **$20**
  - **Deluxe Edition** – Leather-bound, slip-cased books, each signed & numbered by co-editors Chuck Wecker and Jim Canada. **$40**

- **RED STICK TWO**
  - By Kenneth Kochley
  - After reading this exciting sequel to Red Stick One, a reviewer wrote: “Gripping, action-rich, incredibly well-paced . . . an appealing modern adventure that idealizes honor.”
  - **Softcover** – 312 pages. **$15.95**

- **TURKEY HUNTING**
  - By Bob Timberlake & Mark Erwin
  - Popular artist Bob Timberlake and noted hunting writer Mark Erwin have gathered a fascinating collection of photographs, tales, and inspirational quotations exploring such themes as personal fulfillment, our sporting heritage, and the wonders of dogs.
  - **Hardcover** – 111 pages. **$34.95**
Great Books – Each a Classic in the Making!

**OUTDOOR CHRONICLES**
By Jerry Hanan
Outdoor Chronicles is a collection of outdoor stories that will make you laugh out loud and want to carry them wherever you go. They range from a fishing trip to Canada to a little stream that was better than remembered, to how the baby boomers almost trampled a sport to death, to a solitary trek during a cold, dark, and dreary February, and many more.

- Hardcover – $27.99

**THE ART OF MILTON C. WEILER – A SPORTSMAN’S WORLD**
Milton Weiler was a gifted artist who could recreate in his watercolors the look and feel of a winter marsh, an autumn grouse woods, or a springtime trout stream. He created covers and illustrations for many sporting magazines and books.

- Hardcover – 62 pages. $49.95

**WATER, SKY & TIME**
By Adriano Manocchia
With 156 color plates, Water, Sky & Time features the riveting waterscapes and still-life paintings of the renowned sporting artist. The large-format, 132-page book is a 30-year retrospective of Manocchia's most notable works.

- Hardcover – with dust jacket. $12.95

**1,001 PEARLS OF FISHING WISDOM**
Edited By Nick Lyons
From proved tips to professional wisdom, this collection of angling wisdom is the go-to guide for anyone who loves some aspect of the wonderful world of fishing.

- Hardcover – 240 pages. $14.95

**HUNTING ACROSS THE DANUBE**
By Peter Louis More II
This fascinating book explores a sporting paradise in Eastern Europe. It covers a variety of game, from stag and bear to grouse and chocks. With the latest facts about the best hunting areas, seasons, firearms, and equipment, this book should awaken an appreciation for all the best that Hungary and Romania can offer sportsmen.

- Hardcover – 272 pages. $24.95

**TWO HEARTS IN TANZANIA**
By David Cabela
Told with the warmth of a hand-written journal, this fascinating book gives you a glimpse into the hearts and minds of the outdoor world’s best-known couple as they hunt lions, leopards, Cape buffalo and more in one of Africa’s greatest destinations. 304 pages. Sketches by John Banovich. Free DVD included.

- Hardcover – $25

**REMEMBERING THE GREATS**
Profiles of Turkey Hunting’s Old Masters
By Jim Casada
The author provides an in-depth look at 27 giants of the turkey-hunting world, men who have shaped turkey-hunting history. This is a book sure to appeal to anyone who rejoices in the sport and its rich past.

- Hardcover – with dust jacket. $30

**OUR GRAND SHOWROOM is designed for hunters who never settle for second best. We’ve taken great care curating the finest guns, accessories, gear and wearables available anywhere in the world. But it’s not just about the best gear. It’s also about the way we put it all together. We credit you to a higher standard. It’s a customized experience from the start as we take into account each detail of your journey. The result is confidence that you’re going to make the most out of your time in the field. No matter how far away that takes you. To find out more visit us at 22 Wrought in Houston or at gordydsandsons.com**
Lake Nipissing, Canada

A huge elk chandelier hangs above arched, 1 1/2-inch, 900-year-old cedar entry-way doors. The two-inch thick granite floors are from Parry Sound quarry. Most of the furniture remains with this home. The spacious kitchen features 900-year-old cedar cabinets and GE Profile Stainless appliances. A guest bath is adjacent to the kitchen. Enjoy spectacular views of the lake from a deck that has retractable screens, a fireplace, and a gas grill. Just off the kitchen is a comfortable guest bedroom.

A huge basement provides storage and features a walk-in vault for your valuables. hairy, a matching log guest cabin will be sold mostly furnished as well. Here, three large-ground-floor garage doors provide access to plenty of heated space for vehicles and toys. The second floor features a beautiful kitchen with eating island, log bed, comfortable dining and living areas, and a handsome bathroom. Off the main room is a second room that could be used as a child’s bedroom. Sliding doors lead to a private, glass-enclosed deck. The view from this deck can be in excess of 25 miles! In back are five fenced dog kennels.

Chesapeake Bay, Eastern Shore, Virginia

Conusco is an 1100-acre private preserve with 10.8 miles of shoreline. This property encompasses a pristine, 2.5-mile stretch of sandy beach on Chesapeake Bay’s Eastern Shore. It is bounded by Nunda Creek to the north and Cockrock Creek to the south. An extremely rare, well-located property at an incredible price, Conusco offers unparalleled boating, fishing, crabbing, waterfowling, and upland game hunting. Located on the Atlantic flyway, Conusco supports one of the largest contiguous marsh habitats found in the area. With many ponds and 3 acres of impoundments, the property offers some of the best waterfowling in coastal Virginia. Pristine waters harbor soft shell crabs and baird fish hiding from huge rockfish, speckled trout, red and black drum, and flounder.

Two waterfront cabins provide a view of Baltimore-bound ships and watermen working the bay. From 40 feet up “Tower Cabin” gives you a view of the bay and the property. The fully appointed “Beach Cabin” sleeps 8 and has a dock that stretches into the bay. Back Creek, located in the interior of Conusco, contains a 100-acre oyster lease, which will transfer with the property and can be developed as an aquaculture business. Conusco is less than a 4-hour drive from Richmond, Annapolis, and Washington DC, and a 6-hour drive from New York City. Fly into Accomack County’s airport in Melfa, which has a 1000-runway, and you can be at Conusco in 15 minutes. Along with two waterfront cabins, the property includes Back-House, a historic (circa 1780) modernized, 5-bedroom waterfront home, a boat ramp, and five docks. One of the finest properties we’ve ever offered, Conusco is priced at $3,150,000. For more photos and a video of the property, go to sportingclassicsdaily.com/conusco.
Out of Africa In Montana Gallery
Representing Offerings of Fine Art by Contemporary and Past Masters from Kenya to Montana

*Penguin w/ Red Grouse over White Grass*
Acrylic on Canvas 11" x 73/4"
by: ANDREW ELLIS

*Young Buck and Doe*
Acrylic on Canvas signed lower right 22" x 33"
by: BOB KUHL

*Elephants and Elephant* Original Oil on Canvas 20" x 30"
by: SIMON COMBES

* Locked & Loaded* Oil on canvas board signed lower right 30" x 36"
by: BRIAN JANIVY

*The Old Arrow Tree* Oil on canvas signed lower right 34" x 27"
by: JOSEPH HENRY SHARP

*Two Setters* Oil on Canvas 11 1/2" x 20"
by: EDMUND OSTHUIS

*After The Hunt* Giclee on canvas 18" x 24"
by: JULIE JEPPSEN

*Spring for Presents* Oil on canvas 18" x 24"
by: JULIE JEPPSEN

Representing Some Of The Worlds Finest Artists

J.T. Skip Tubbs
Out of Africa - In Montana Gallery
1050 E. Main Street, Suite #1 / Bozeman, MT 59715
Ph: 800-533-9396 / Cell: 406-580-4295 / Email: skip@fwdart.com
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DuxMiteDesigns.net
Appleby’s Animals
Fine Jewelry since 1969

Custom & One-of-a-Kind 18k Beautifully Hand Crafted Designs

INVENTORY SELL OUT
all future designs will be One-of-a-Kind

Sables Donation
Sable Horn pendant & earrings
Paw Kudu Horn pendant

Booth # 2266 Lion Lane
*NEW Redesigned Website 2018*
© 2018 G. Appleby

Appleby's Animals P.O. Box 1501 Kihei, HI 96753
808-874-6245, cell 808-214-3336 HST
Web: http://www.appleysanimals.com Email: gregory@appleysanimals.com

www.gastonglockstyle.com
15 years of innovation mean that Herd Wear and BWC bison-down socks are the ultimate accessory for hunting, fishing and everyday use. Warm, strong and soft, they wick away moisture 12 times better than any other natural fiber, and retain heat even when wet.

So no matter what your cold-weather plans include, your feet will be as warm and cozy as if they’d been tucked up by the fire.

By phone or online, we will help you choose the right socks, gloves, hats, and scarves for the whole family. Call today!

BuffaloGold.net 915-247-6601
TheBuffaloWoolCo.com 802-379-9665

Great Holiday Gift Ideas!

NEW & USED SHOTGUNS • AMMO • ACCESSORIES • APPAREL
TRAVELING MOBILE SHOWROOMS AND 7 LOCATIONS COAST TO COAST
VISIT OUR NEW SAN ANTONIO SHOWROOM LOCATION AT BOOTH #5

Dan Lewis • Petaluma, CA: 415-205-3387 • Don E. Donny Watt • Pittsburgh, PA Store: 412-213-3557
Traveling Mobile Showrooms • Aaron Willoughby: 606-481-0955
eliteshotguns@gmail.com • Visit us Online at: elite-shotguns.com
KOLAR, ZOLI, RIZZINI, FAUSTI, BERETTA, BROWNING. CZ USA, WINCHESTER, SILVER SEITZ
PLANTATION NEWS

PRIVATE PLANTATIONS FOR SALE

SOUTHWEST GEORGIA

Tarva Plantation Baker County  4968 Acres
Magnolia Plantation Dougherty County  4650 Acres
Kawikee Plantation Stewart County  2590 Acres
Fox Creek Plantation Lee County  2275 Acres
Keel Creek Plantation Calhoun County  1450 Acres

COASTAL SOUTH CAROLINA

Mulberry Plantation Berkeley County  1705 Acres
Chelsea Plantation Jasper County  5892 Acres
Hoover Plantation UNDER CONTRACT  2354 Acres
Silver Lakes Plantation Lake Marion  935 Acres
Buckfield Plantation Hampton County  11,452 Acres
Silver Hill Plantation Georgetown County  2357 Acres

Plantation Services specializes in the sale of plantations in the Southeast.
plantationservicesinc.com
229.888.2500

Albany, Georgia

Charleston, South Carolina
SPORTING > SKEET > TRAP > PERSONAL USE > GAME SIMULATOR

OVER 65 MODELS - FROM $425 TO $25,000

PROMATIC

888.767.2529 | WWW.PROMATIC.BIZ | FOR THE DEALER NEAREST YOU

TIMELESS BEAUTY ENDURING QUALITY

100% MADE IN THE USA

• Hand Hollow Ground D2 and 1095 High Carbon Tool Steel Blades
• Hand-Forged and Ground 189 Layer High Carbon Damascus Blades
• Shed North American Deer, Elk and Moose Antler Handles
• Designed and Manufactured for Extreme Functionality
• Over 50 Custom Designs in the $110 to $198 Price Range
• Handmade Leather Sheath Included
• Limited Lifetime Warranty

Recipient of the 2017 and 2018 Knife of the Year Programs for:

SILVER STAG
HANDCRAFTED FIELD GEAR

Available for 2018 in a limited release, now is your opportunity to own the rifle that launched the NoslerCustom® rifle line. Limited to production, the NoslerCustom® Rifle (NCR) presents an opportunity for performance to the shooter whose passion for accuracy is equal to his passion for artistic beauty. Chambered in the extremely versatile .30 Nosler cartridge, the NCR is suitable for hunting North American big game, African plains game, or sheep and goats around the world.

To order your NCR, call 800-265-3701 ext. 1060.

SILVER STAG • 328 Martin St. Blaine, WA 98230 • 1(888) 233-7624 (STAG)
www.SilverStag.com
Fall/Winter Collection
SAVE 25%
Offer expires December 31, 2017

USE PROMO CODE SCHC25

To see the collection visit Beretta.com

WAXED COTTON FIELD JACKET
GU132061